
About i-compare

i-compare is like the Hotels Combined for Retail Consultants. We bring together hotel rates from multiple sources 
to give you the confidence to see what your customers see online, and then the power to use your selling prowess 
to upsell to high margin and rewarding Infinity product. 

Currently in i-compare you can book Infinity Product, the Expedia Affiliate Network, TravelCube and our new 
i-compare only special offer brand – Bluebeds. Bluebeds is an offering that has a limited range of low price 
product, if you see a Bluebeds deal, snap it up!

All Infinity and Bluebeds bookings will count towards Infinity Reward Trips – incrowd and Aussie & Kiwi Gold. 
You need to get yourself out of the office and enjoying the travel lifestyle with us, ask your Infinity consultant 
how you can get there!

i-compare is a do-it-yourself online platform only and as such, we only offer limited booking support. For help 
building packages and adding in the right product call our product and destination experts on i-consult to really 
beef up your booking and deliver your customers a dream holiday.
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how to access i-compare & Logging in

Access i-compare from  
the Hub.

Select the wheel in the top 
right corner and update 

to the password you just 
created.

Your T4 needs to be 6 
digits long exactly as per 

the phonebook.

You will have also  
received a second email 
from our Retail systems 
superstar support team.

They have gone ahead and 
set up all your wholesalers 
in i-compare!

You’re ready to go...

Select ‘Forgot your 
password’ to reset your 
password 

You will have received 
an i-compare system 

generated email with your 
activated account
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i-compare is linked 
with i-build, if you make 

a Infinity booking on 
i-compare you can retrieve 

it in i-build and add tours 
and transfers.

Lets get orientated

Search by city name and 
filter your results on the 

next page. 

 There is no selection for 
Infants under 2 as they 

are included in existing 
bedding. When searching 
you can leave this blank.  

Use the Expedia Voucher 
tool for Client facing 
documentation. The 
information comes from 
Expedia so you need to use 
your Expedia reference 
number.

Sign up for extra product 
options you earn 
commission on! AU & NZ 
Experiences and Holiday 
Homes sound good?! Find 
the quick links here.
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Maps and filtering

Filter by location 
Select 'Map View' to filter 

your search results by 
location

The Blue Pin is your search 
location. You can also drag 

the blue pin to another 
location on the map and 

the results will re-filter.

The hotel result shows the 
distance from  Blue pin.

Change the way you 
view your map from the 
standard road view (left) to 
the aerial view (above).

Looking for a specific 
hotel?  Enter the name of 
the hotel here. The magic 
of i-compare is it will 
show you the all the rates 
that are available at that 
property so you can upsell 
with confidence.

Need some options that 
include breakfast? Select 

the continental meal plan 

These features won’t be 
included in all room types 

-  so you need to check.
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ROOM types & COmmission

Let’s talk about pricing. i-compare displays the gross price of the cheapest room type available per wholesaler. 
Remember to always check if there are additional inclusions with Infinity (ie. Breakfast) and if there are flexible 
conditions to ensure you are offering the best value hotel rate to your customer. Infinity will often offer you more 

commission - work out the net rate for a fair comparison if your customer is price sensitive. Even better jump into 
i-build to book the Infinity rate in a custom package for your customer with transfers and tours as well.

Hover over the amount to 
see the commission % 

C12 = 12% commission. 

The commissions will vary 
per wholesaler and rate so 
best practice is to always 
check.

Please note: Infinity 
may have some non-
commisionable items 
included.

You will see notice two 
draws for Expedia. The 

package rate draw includes 
product that must be sold 
in conjunction with air or 

transport component

Select Room Types to view 
inclusions and conditions

Some room types will have 
non refundable conditions
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icompare is Instant purchase 

If your customer does not 
want this hotel anymore, 
click here to take you back 
to the search results.

The  hotel details you will see from here on will differ 
slightly depending on the wholesaler you have chosen. 
Here are a few things to be careful on with an example 

from Expedia.

- Your net will display on this page so be careful if screen 
sharing with your customer

-There will be more details on the cancellation policy, 
sometimes it is also displayed in a hyperlink as below. 
You must go through the cancellation policy with your 

customer prior to booking.

- You must also always read through the Check-in 
instructions, Fees, and Know before you go fields. 

Sometimes there might be a mandatory fee payable 
direct to the hotel, or special instructions to collect the 

keys for the accommodation. 

 

In order to show you so 
many rates so quickly, 
wholesalers cache rates. 
This means that sometimes 
on this page the rate will 
change. This is the price to 
confirm to your client and 
invoice. 
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Passenger details and payment (INSTANT)

Enter special request fields 
for Expedia bookings. For 
Infinity bookings, you are 
best to go back to your 
wholesale consultant.

Unlike some of your other 
wholesale online platforms 

i-compare is instant 
purchase. 

It was created for you 
to compete with online 

offerings your customers 
research on like trivago 

and Hotels Combined. 
Therefore the conditions 

are the same, requiring 
payment straight away. 

If you are entering your 
customers details you have 
double checked the details 
with them and taken 
payment.

Your store account will be 
charged the net for you to 
write off  later.

You will need to create a 
basic Quickdox Invoice, the 
booking can be pulled into 
quickdox, but only after the 
booking is made.

You have 2 confirmation 
bumbers. The top one is 
your i-compare reservation   
number. The second is the 
Wholesaler reservation 
number.
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Let’s start searching these scenarios 
how would you upsell to infinity?

Location: Bangkok 

Dates: approx 2 months in advance, 1 room, 1 Adult and 1 Child - 5 years old, 1 night 
Use the hotel filter to find the Pathumwan Princess hotel, can you see Infinity Holidays, Travelcube and Expedia hotels*? 

Location: Fiji Islands

Dates: approx 6 months in advance, 1 room, 2 Adults, 5 nights 
Sheraton Resort and Spa Tokoriki Island. Compare your net prices... How would you upsell to the OCEAN BREEZE room?

Location: Bali Area

Dates: approx 1 month in advance, 1 room, 2 Adult and 2 Children - 5 years old and 1 year old (remember only add the child of 5 years) 
Upsell with the Infinity Breakfast option

Location: Sydney Kingsford Smith - (SYD)

Dates: approx 2 months in advance, 2 rooms, 2 Adults, Business travellers 
Use the hotel filter to find the Felix Hotel Sydney, why is this a great hotel for a business traveller? 

Location: Paris

Dates: approx 2 months in advance, 1 room, 2 Adults 
Use the ‘Find hotels nearby’ to search for the Eiffel Tower, what would you suggest for a couple near the Eiffel Tower.

* If you don’t, call our team 03 8535 0001, option 8 System Support. Any of the results at the top of the first page of 
results will give you hotels that Infinity has great 
value in comparision with the other wholesalers. A 
great place to start!
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Receipting & paying the wholesaler

1. Choose Third Party

2. Enter traveller names

3. Wholesaler  
booking number

4. Enter wholesaler name

5. Enter i-compare  
booking number

6. Choose Relevant 3rd 
Party Codes from

drop down list

7. Enter Wholesaler  
Nett Amount

Select the relevant 3rd 
Party Code, ie.

EAN = Expedia i-compare

You can find the net to 
write off on the booking 
page under the blue 
hyperlink!

Documentation varies per 
the wholesaler you have 
booked. Infinity, Bluebeds 
and TravelCube will email 
it to you, for Expedia, go to 
the voucher portal on the 
home page.
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SEARCHING FOR A BOOKING

You can either find you find your booking by entering 
your i-compare booking number

Or, don’t know the booking number?  
That’s fine, use the filters!  All Bookings, departing 

between and the dates. We strongly recommend using 
the Agency filter or passenger surname. If you don’t, 

you will retrieve all bookings across Australia.

Remember you 
can find Bookings 
management from the 
home page  

123456
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Statements, Amending & CXL (WHOLESALER)

Wholesaler Infinity Holidays Travelcube Expedia Affiliate 
Network

Bluebeds

Statement day Friday Thursday Thursday Friday

Statement received Sent to store email available online

 i-compare Store 
Statements 

available online

 i-compare Store 
Statements  

Sent to store email

Booking 
Amendments

03 8535 0001, and 
follow the prompts 
to go to your Infinity 
sales team.

03 8535 0001, option 8, 
then option 2

03 8535 0001, option 8, 
then option 3

03 8535 0001, option 
8, then option 4

Need to cancel a booking? 
Make a note of the cancellation fees and conditions. Be sure to include any additional agent cancellation or 
amendment fees. Retrieve the booking and Select CANCEL from the tool bar that appears at the top of your screen. 
Wait for your the refund to return back to your store account before refunding the customer. Refunds can take up to 
7 working days. Remember that the nett amount will be refunded from the Wholesaler, not the gross amount.
The whole booking will be canceled in i-compare. If you have multiple rooms and need to cancel a portion of the 
booking, no worries, just give your wholesaler a quick call.


